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however, this is often not true. most people are not aware that most hard
disk drives have the ability to set a hardware password, just like the bios

password for motherboards, thus making the drive completely inaccessible
unless a correct password is provided during the bios post test. usually these

features can only be found in laptops, this is when you set a password on
your notebook, the hard drive together with the motherboard becomes

locked. if you can not recover the master password and you have just a user
password, here is a simple method to unlock your hard drive. please note
that the drive will be wiped and there is no way of recovering. you can use
the disk to recover the master password, however, if you are not familiar

with the basic commands in the command line, it will be very difficult for you
to do so. once you have found the hdd password, you can either try to

change it or simply lock it. lock the drive, the user password will be removed
and hdd password will be set to the "default" password which is the same as
the master password. of course, if your hdd password is correct, you won't
need the master password. the first step is to remove the hdd password.
when you remove it, the drive will be put into the locked state. when you

close the password utility, the hdd password will be removed. it can be tricky
to remove the hdd password because hdd password is stored in the master
boot record (mbr) of the disk. the mbr is part of the first sector of the disk.
usually the mbr is in the first sector of the disk. you need to search for the

mbr and then you can remove it using the utility.
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hi,i recently downloaded atapwd1.2_hddunlockwizard_1.2.rar from file.su and
i am trying to download it to a pen drive. however, when i connect the pen

drive to my laptop and try to install the file, it says "the archive could not be
opened. a possible reason is that you are trying to open an archive file for
which no application is available. try to contact the authors of the original
software to ask them to send you an application. hi,i recently downloaded

atapwd1.2_hddunlockwizard_1.2.rar from file.su and i am trying to download
it to a pen drive. however, when i connect the pen drive to my laptop and try

to install the file, it says "the archive could not be opened. method #2 do
search with bing for atapwd or ata password its part of the new ata spec. you
can enter a master password that will remove the user password that has be
setup on the drive. this master password is manufacturer specific. so search
your hard drive manufacturers website for bing around for a list of master

passwords. remember you can lock out your drive. this is bad. you can
always remove the password without the master password but when you do
it using that method the drive will be wiped. so the only way to solve this is

to find a master password or try and work out what user password was set on
the hard drive. method #3 do search with bing for atapwd or ata password

its part of the new ata spec. you can enter a master password that will
remove the user password that has be setup on the drive. this master

password is manufacturer specific. so search your hard drive manufacturers
website for bing around for a list of master passwords. remember you can

lock out your drive. this is bad. you can always remove the password without
the master password but when you do it using that method the drive will be
wiped. so the only way to solve this is to find a master password or try and

work out what user password was set on the hard drive. 5ec8ef588b
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